Route 610
The Route 610 corridor runs through Stafford County from the Fauquier County line
to U.S. Route 1, just east of I-95. There are two sub-corridors that have been
identified. The first sub-corridor is the two-lane rural section of Route 610 between
the Fauquier County line and Route 643 (Joshua Rd.). This sub-corridor provides
access to mostly rural areas, as well as some residential and industrial development.
The second sub-corridor is located between Route 643 (Joshua Rd.) and U.S. Route 1
and accesses I-95. It is primarily a four-lane divided section, though near I-95 there is
a short stretch where the roadway is a six-lane section. This sub-corridor travels
through a suburban area, with multiple access points to large residential
developments, as well as multiple commercial developments along the roadway.

Transit Ridership
There are three FRED routes which provide service along portions of the eastern end
of the corridor. The table below presents the 2013 ridership data for each.

Route
FRED D3
FRED D4
FRED D6

2013
Annual
Ridership
22,508
11,687
3,298

Average
Monthly
Ridership
1,876
974
275

Average
Daily
Ridership
62
32
9

Planned and Programmed Improvement Projects
There have been a large number of projects completed since 2010. All of the projects
are located in the eastern portion of the corridor and include widening, intersection,
pedestrian, reconstruction and operational projects. In addition, the Staffordboro
Park and Ride lot was recently expanded to accommodate what was overflowing
demand.
These projects are shown in Figure 22.

Sub-Corridor 1 – Fauquier County Line to Joshua Road
Miles per Hour under Speed Limit
Based on a review of the speed data in Figure 23, there are no areas of significant
congestion in this sub-corridor.

Volume to Capacity Ratio
V/C ratios along this sub-corridor are all below 0.8.
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Figure 22 – Route 610 Corridor Planned and Programmed Projects
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Crash Rate
The statewide average crash rate for this type of roadway is approximately 180
crashes per 100 million vehicle miles traveled. This means that only the red roadway
segments in Figure 25 should be a cause of concern. There is one such location in this
sub-corridor and it is located in the vicinity of where Arrowhead Drive intersects
Route 610. This area has a number of driveways located on the south side of Route
610 associated with smaller residential developments. There is forest to the north of
the road. The locations where the crash rates are highest (greater than 300 crashes per
100 million vehicle miles traveled) are found on curves where other roads intersect
with Route 610. The location at Arrowhead Drive also has a gas station on the corner.
This location was also flagged as a high crash rate area in the 2010 CMP.

Sub-Corridor 2 – Joshua Road to U.S. Route 1
Miles per Hour under Speed Limit
As shown in Figure 23, the majority of this sub-corridor has peak period vehicle
speeds that are at least 6 mph below the posted speed limit. The eastbound side of
this sub-corridor has one large segment between Route 643 and Route 648 that is
operating at 11 – 15 mph below the speed limit. Speeds then improve a bit until the
intersection with Eustace Road, at which point speeds drop to greater than 15 mph
below the speed limit almost all the way to I-95.
Travel speeds on the westbound side of this sub-corridor are generally higher with
only two small stretches with speeds greater than 15 mph under the speed limit.
It is interesting to note that travel speeds have improved in the westbound direction
as compared to the 2010 CMP data, but have gotten worse in the eastbound direction.

Volume to Capacity Ratio
The V/C ratio data shown in Figure 24 indicates that the majority of this sub-corridor
is operating under capacity, with the exception of the easternmost segments, which
are at capacity. These findings are similar to the 2010 CMP.

Crash Rate
Vehicle crash rates for this sub-corridor, as shown in Figure 25, are higher than 100
crashes per 100 million vehicle miles traveled through almost the entire sub-corridor.
Locations where the rates were highest are the intersection with Joshua Road, the
intersection with Shelton Shop Road, and the segment between I-95 and Eustace
Road. The first two intersections are located on curves in the road. The segment is
found in the “heart” of the commercial development located along Route 610. Route
610 is a road which has numerous curves and elevation changes. The road alignment,
coupled with higher volume traffic and numerous access points to developments that
are not signalized, are characteristics that could lead to higher crash rates.
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Figure 23 – Route 610 Travel Speeds
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Figure 24 – Route 610 Volume to Capacity Ratios
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Figure 25 – Route 610 Crash Rates
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